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Multiple Copies of Literary Papyri, Fiber Patterns,

and P.Oxy. XLVIII 3376 fr. 44

Scholars interested in ancient book production will have made a note of T. Brunner,
"P.Oxy. XLVIII 3376 fr. 44," ZPE 69 (1987) 229-230, in which Professor Brunner deduces
two copies of Herodotus Book 2 in the same format by the same scribe.  Unfortunately, this
very interesting example must now be set aside.  Brunner, working from a photograph, cor-
rectly locates P.Oxy. 3376 fr. 44 (previously unplaced) at Herodotus 2 § 101, but concludes
that the fragment derives from a different roll than frr. 11-16, which contain part of the same
chapter.  Both sets of fragments are manifestly in the same hand, and very similar in leading
and width of column.  Brunner's conclusion follows from the fact that both fr. 44 lines 7-13
and frr. 11-16 col. ii lines 1-8 cover the same text yet both also contain line ends and a right
margin.  Fr. 44 is vestigial in this area, but the right margin and the sigma (line 9) are quite
definite.  The two texts align then as follows:

fr. 44
top of column

[nhn te orujai] th! h
[periodo! o!vn e]!``ti !ta-
[divn u!teron dhl]v̀!v

4  [puramida!  te en au]thi
[oikodomh!ai tvn] t̀ou
[megayeo!  peri om]ò̀u tau-
[ ] m

8 [ ]  ` a
[              ]  `! r
[ ]  ` ` g
[ ] i

12 [ ]  ` n
[ ]  `

frr. 11-16 col. ii

—    —    —    —   —   —   —

[ ]  `[   ]
[thi thi limnhi epim]nh- m
[!omai touton me]n to- a

4 [!auta apodeja!]yai tv`n` r
d`[e allvn ouden]a ouden: g
par̀à[meicamen]o! vn i
tout[ou! tou epi] toutoi- n

8 !i gen[omeno]u` ba!ile-

Reexamination of the papyrus shows however that fragment 44 is in fact two pieces.
The larger piece contains all of lines 1-6 and the far right margin for the lines following.  The
smaller piece contains the line ends and near margin for lines 9-13, that is, the very section
which overlaps frr. 11-16.  Removal of the smaller piece allows a convincing join of fr. 44 at
the top and to the right of frr. 11-16 col. ii, and the trace at the top of col. ii can now be rec-
ognized as the tail of the tau in fr. 44 line 6.  The top margin, which is just visible in fr. 44, is
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expected at exactly this point given that the previous line is partly extant at the foot of the pre-
ceding column (frr. 11-16 col. i).

The text of fr. 44 + frr. 11-16 can now be transcribed as follows:

fr. 44 lines 7-13

[ ]
8 [ ]  `

[              ]  `!
[ ]  ``` ` 
[ ]

12 [ ]  `
[ ]  `

fr. 44 lines 1-6 + frr. 11-16 lines 1-8

[nhn te orujai] th! h
[periodo! o!vn e]!``ti !ta-
[divn u!teron dhl]v̀!v

4  [puramida!  te en au]thi
[oikodomh!ai tvn] t̀ou

6/1 [megayeo!  peri om]ò̀u tau-
[thi thi limnhi epim]nh-
[!omai touton me]n to-

4 [!auta apodeja!]yai tv`n`
d`[e allvn ouden]a ouden:
par̀à[meicamen]o! vn
tout[ou! tou epi] toutoi-

8 !i gen[omeno]u` ba!ile-

We should perhaps draw a lesson regarding the limits to our current technology.  The
original constitution of fr. 44, conjoined by matching fibers along a vertical break, was unas-
sailable even when viewed under a 20X microscope.  As it happens, that coincidence was as-
saulted by the logical requirements of another join; and the happy existence of some vertical
strands in frr. 11-16, which matched gaps in the back of fr. 44, helped to confirm the join
beyond any doubt.  Yet barring the circumstance of an extant work, we should never have
detected the imposture.

Warm thanks are due to Dr. R.A. Coles, who at my suggestion inspected the fragments
and expertly effected the new join.
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